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. scope

CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION

Section I . GENERAL

a. These instructions are published for the information and
guidance of personnel to whom this materiel is issued . They con-
tain information on the operation and organizational maintenance
of the 4.5-inch multiple rocket launcher T123 (figs . 1, 2, 3, and 4),
ammunition, and associated on-carriage equipment,

b . The appendix contains a list of current references, including
supply catalogs, technical manuals, and other available publica-
tions applicable to the materiel .

c. This first edition manual is published in advance of complete
technical review. Any errors or omissions will be brought to the
attention of the Chief of Ordnance, Washington 25, D. C., Atten-
tion, ORDFM--Pub.

2. Oganizational Maintenance Allocation
In general, the prescribed organizational maintenance respon-

sibilities will apply as reflected in the allocation of tools and spare
parts in the appropriate columns of Department of the Army
Supply Catalog ORD 7 SNL C-90 and in accordance with the
extent of disassembly prescribed in this manual for the purpose
of cleaning, lubricating, or replacing authorized spare parts. In
all cases where the nature of repair, modification, or adjustment
is ,beyond the scope or facilities of the using organization, the
supporting ordnance maintenance unit should be informed in
order that trained personnel with suitable tools and equipment
may be provided or other proper instructions issued .

3. Farms, Records, and Reports

a. GENERAL. Forms, records, and reports are designed to serve
necessary and useful purposes . Responsibility for the proper
execution of these forms rests upon commanding officers of all
using organizations operating and maintaining this materiel . It
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is emphasized, however, that forms, records, and 'reports are
merely aids. They are not a substitute for thorough ;practical
work, physical inspection, and active supervision.

b. AUTHDRizED FoRms. The forms generally applicable to
using organizations are listed in the appendix . No forms other
than those approved for the Department of the Army will be
used. For a current and complete listing of all forms, see current
SR 310-20-6 .

c. FIELD REPORT OF ACCIDENTS.

(1) Injury to personnel or damage to materiel. The reports
necessary to comply with the requirements of the Army
safety program are prescribed in detail in the SR 385
10-40 series of special regulations. These reports are
required whenever accidents involving injury to person-
nel or damage to materiel occur.

(2) Ammunition. Whenever an accident or malfunction in-
volving the use of ammunition occurs, firing of the lot
which malfunctions will be immediately discontinued . In
addition to any applicable reports required in (1) above,
details of the accident or malfunction will be reported
as prescribed in SR 355-310-1 .

d. REPORT OF UNSATISFACTORY EQUIPMENT OR MATERIALS. Any
suggestions for improvement in design and maintenance of equip-
ment, safety and efficiency of operation, or pertaining to the appli-
cation of prescribed petroleum fuels, lubricants, and/or preserv-
ing materials, will be reported through technical channels as
prescribed 'in SR 700-45-5 to the Chief of Ordnance, Washington
25, D. C., ATTN : ORDFM, using DA AGO Form 468, Unsatis-
factory Equipment Report. Such suggestions are encouraged in
order that the other organizations may benefit.
Note. Do not report all failures that occur. Report only REPEATED or

RECURRENT failures or malfunctions which indicate unsatisfactory design
or material . However, reports will always be made in the event that excep-
tionally costly equipment is involved . See also SR 700-45-5 and the printed
instructions on DA AGO Form 488.

4. Description

Section fl . DESCRIPTION AND DATA

a. The 4.5-inch multiple rocket launcher (figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4)
is a multiple rocket launcher having 25 tubes or stations . The
carriage (fig . 3) is a two-wheeled solid wish-bone trail type car-
riage with pneumatic tires and hand-operated parking brakes. A
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z/4,-ton 4 x 4 vehicle is used for traveling, and a 21/2-ton vehicle is
provided for ground transport of the materiel. An elevating lock
prevents movement of the rocket cluster, and a traveling lock
prevents movement of the trail on the axle while traveling.

b. The rocket cluster (fig . 3) is balanced in trunnions in the
trail without mechanical equilibration. Elevating and traversing
handwheels and the sight for direct and indirect fire are grouped
at the left side of the carriage for one-man control. Elevation of
the cluster is accomplished through operation of a worm and
worm wheel type elevating mechanism and an elevating are on
the cluster. Traversing is accomplished by handwheel operation
which moves the trail on the carriage axle . Elevating and travers-
ing handwheel brakes prevent a change in position of the cluster
during firing.

c. Rockets are muzzle-loaded in the cluster and are electrically
fired by single rounds in a preset sequence . The rate of fire is
limited only by the operator's speed in operation of the firing
mechanism switch. The firing mechanism located in the control
box contains a lanyard-operated magneto . To prevent side defec-
tion of the carriage when firing with the lanyard-operated firing
switch, wheel stakes are provided to be driven in the ,ground at
each carriage wheel (fig . 2) . The spade and trail stake prevents
movement of the trail during firing .

d. The rocket launcher is used- to launch smoke rockets and
high-explosive rockets against ground targets. The primary func-
tion of the launcher is to ignite the propellant and to, guide the
rocket in its initial flight. Since the rocket is supported and
guided in a little more than its own length, the launcher is used
for area targets where dispersion of rockets is desirable. Range
of the weapon is dependent on the type of rocket used and the
maximum elevation of the cluster allowed for that partigular type
rocket (par. 78) . Reactive forces on the launcher are sl$ght since
the propulsion of the rocket is accomplished by the jets action of
the propellant powder in the motor body of the rocket and does
not depend upon gas pressure built up inside the launcher tube.

e. When the propellant is ignited, gases, flames, and unburned
pieces of propellant are blown at high velocity from the rocket.
The area around the launcher must be clear of personnel and any
inflammable material. A blast deflector in the form of a mat
placed on the ground beneath the rocket cluster can be used to
lessen the dust cloud raised in firing and to prevent blowing large
holes in the earth. In normal use of the launcher, from one to
three salvos would be fired, and then the launcher would be towed
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to a new site . The launcher can be moved when fully loaded ;
rocket retaining pins (fig . 3) are used in the cluster to prevent
movement of the rockets when traveling.

f. The launcher is sighted on a target by means of an elbow
telescope. The telescope is used for direct and indirect fire (pars.
70-76) . Two positions for mounting the sighting equipment are
provided, one on the cluster trunnion pin and one on the left side
of the cluster (fig . 3) . Instruments and equipment` are contained
in the control box, mounted on the cluster (fig . 4) . Aiming posts
and the bore brush staff are strapped onto the trail.

5 . Name, Caution, and Instruction Plates

a. The rocket launcher serial number, name, model number,
manufacturer, and year of manufacture are provided on a name
plate (fig . 5) attached to the drawbar mounting plate at the spade
end of the trail.

Figure 5. Location of Launcher n

	

plate.

b . 'The rocket firing switch T14 name, model number, manu-
facturer, year of manufacture, serial number, and instructions
for closing the control box cover (par. 31b) are provided on a
name plate (fig. 6) attached to the cover of the firing switch.

c. The sight mount serial number is provided on a name plate
(fig . 7) attached to the retainer of the sight mount.
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Figure 6. Location of racket firing switch T14 name plate.

Figure 7. Location of cluster sight mount name plate.

v

d. The elbow telescope name, model number, stack number}
and serial number are stamped on the right side prism plate of
the telescope (fig, 50) .



e. The telescope adapter name, model number, stock number,
and serial number are provided on a name plate attached to the
top of the adapter (fig . 50) .

. The telescope mount name, model number, and serial number
are provided on a name plate attached to the elevation scale plate
of the mount (fig . 50) .

Tabulated Data

To

a. DIMENSIONS.

(1) Traveling position.
Over-all width----------------------------

	

791/2 in
Over-all height----------------------------

	

575/8 in
Over-all length--------------_____-____w___-

	

179 in
Lunette to ground-------------------------

	

311/2 in
Centerline of wheel to lunette______________

	

161.82 in
Tread (center to center of tires) ---------------

	

70 in
Ground clearance (without spade plate) ------

	

133/8 in
Center of gravity

Horizontal-------------

	

113/4, in behind trunnion
Vertical-----------------

	

81/2 in below trunnion
(2) Firing position.

Over-all width----------------------------

	

791/2 in
Over-all height

Maximum elevation-------------------

	

57T1 $ in
0-deg elevation----------------------

	

531%6 in
aver-all length at 0-deg elevation______

	

1741/j, in
Height (trunnion pins centerline to ground)

	

34.9 in
Length (muzzle to centerline of trunnion

	

19.6 in
pins) .

(3) Rocket cluster.
Diameter of rocket tube (nominal) ----------

	

4.537 in
Length of rocket tube_______________________

	

36 in
Centerline to centerline of adjoining tubes____

	

5.375 in
Number of rocket tubes------------------------

	

25
b. WEIGHTS.

Launcher w/equipment----------------------------- 1,530 lb
Trail w/drawbar and lunette_________________________

	

436 lb
Wheel assembly w/tire and tube______________________

	

122 lb
Axle----------------------------------------------- 1211b
Traversing nut and balls-----------------------------

	

211b
Brake drums, brakes, and spindles---------------------

	

94lb
Elevating mechanism--------------------------------- 561b
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Rocket cluster w/control box, firing mechanism, trunnion

	

530 lb
pins, and sight mount.

At left wheel
Firing position---------------------------------

	

658 lb
Traveling position------------------------------

	

678lb
At right wheel :

Firing position ---------------------------------

	

5841b
Traveling position ------------------------------

	

664lb
At spade (firing position) ---------------------------

	

264 lb
At lunette (traveling position) -----------------------

	

228 lb
C . MANEUVERING LIMITS.

Elevation------------------------------------------

	

75 deg
Depression------------------------------------------ 0 deg
Traverse (right) -----------------------------

	

3 deg 34 min
Traverse (left) ------------------------- ------

	

3 deg 14 min
d. ELEVATING HANDWHEEL.

Complete range of elevation-------------------------

	

75 deg
To elevate 75 deg--------------------------------

	

135 turns
One handwheel turn-------------------------------

	

10 mils
Handwheel torque (at knob) ---------------------------

	

1 lb
e. TRAVERSING HANDWHEEL .

Complete range of traverse----------------------------

	

7 deg
Traverse (right and left of center) ------------------

	

31/2 deg
To traverse 7 deg---------------------------------

	

24 turns
One handwheel turn--------------------------------

	

5 mils
Handwheel torque (at knob) ___________________________

	

4 lb
- CARRIAGE TIREs.

Type----------------------------

	

pneumatic, truck, and bus
Size-__________________________________-________

	

9.00 x 16
Air pressure------------------------------------ 25 to 40 psi

g. SIGHTING AND FIRE CONTROL EQUIPMENT. For data on sight-
ing equipment and fire control instruments listed below, see clhap-
ter 4, section I. On-carriage equipment is as follows

ADAPTER, telescope, M9E4
LIGHT, aiming post, M14, green filter
LIGHT, aiming post, M14, red filter
LIGHT, instrument, M42
MOUNT, telescope, M79
POST, aiming, Ml, set
QUADRANT, gunner's, M1
TELESCOPE, elbow, M62

h. AMMUNITIDN DATA. For data on authorized ammunition, see
paragraphs 77-86.
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Section 1 . SERVICE UPON RECEIPT OF MATERIEL

7. General

CHAPTER 2
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

ca. When a new or reconditioned rocket launcher is first received
by the using organization, it is the responsibility of the officer in
charge to determine whether the materiel has been properly pre-
pared for service by the supplying organization and to be sure it
is in condition to perform any mission to which it may be assigned
when placed in service. For this purpose, inspect all assemblies,
subassemblies, and accessories to be sure they are properly assem-
bled, secure, clean, and correctly adjusted and/or lubricated.
Check all tools and equipment against ORD 7 SNL C-90 to be
sure every item is present and determine that they are in good
condition, clean, and properly mounted or stowed.

b . A record should be made of any missing parts and of any
rnalfunctions . Any such conditions should be corrected as quickly
as possible .

c. Attention should be given to small and minor parts as these
are the more likely to become lost and may seriously affect the
proper functioning of the launcher .
d. The rocket launcher should be cleaned and prepared for

service -in accordance with instructions given in paragraphs 8
and 9.

8. New Materiel

1 2

a. REMOVE PRESERVATIVE COMPOUND.

(1) After removal of barrier material from the launcher,
remove preservative compound from unpainted surfaces
with waste, wiping cloths, or a brush saturated with
volatile-mineral-spirits-paint thinner. After complete re-
moval of preservative compound, dry and lubricate as
specified in the lubrication chart (fig . 35) .

Caution: Paint used on the rocket launcher is heat
and flame resistant. Volatile-mineral-spirits-paint thin-
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ner will remove this special paint. For, cleaning painted
surfaces, use only a mixture of soap and water (par . 48) .
Use volatile-mineral-spirits-paint thinner only for re-
moving preservative compound from unpainted surfaces.

(2) All new materiel or component parts of materiel received
from storage and intended for immediate use, which are
coated with rust-preventive compound, will be cleaned
thoroughly with waste, wiping cloths or a brush satur-
ated with volatile-mineral-spirits-paint thinner, or with
one part of grease-cleaning compound to four parts of
volatile-mineral-spirits-paint thinner. After complete re-
moval of the compound, dry and lubricate as specified in
the lubrication order.

(3) Remove preservative compound from the drawbar flange
and latch parts. Remove paint from the launcher name
plate (fig. 5) so that stampings are legible.

(4) Wrap the bore )crush (fig . 39) in wiping cloths and
dampen with volatile-mineral-spirits-paint thinner, and
push it through each cluster tube to remove preservative
compound and accumulations of paint. Examine each of
the firing mechanism electrical contacts in the cluster
and, if necessary, clean preservative compound from the
contacts. It is important that the contacts be clean to
prevent grounding the live contact to the cluster through
bridges of preservative compound, paint, or dirt . Scrape
paint or preservative compound from the leveled surface
at the top of the cluster (fig . 38) -

(5) Remove preservative compound from latches, hinges,
chain, and lock of the control box (fig . 4) . Remove
accumulations of paint, oil, preservative compound, etc.,
from the bottom of the control box. Do not use any fluid
in the control box that can enter the inside of the firing
mechanism conduit assemblies . Remove preservative
compound from the sight mount (fig . 21) and the con-
trol box sight mount bracket. Apply oil to the bracket
dove-tail slides to prevent corrosion.

(6) Remove preservative compound with volatile-mineral-
spirits-paint thinner from the elevating arc and elevat-
ing mechanism pinion, and apply oil to prevent corrosion.
Remove preservative compound and paint from the sight
mount pins (fig . 38) to permit installation and accurate
positioning of the sight mount.

1 3



b. CHECK GENERAL CONDITION AND APPEARANCE OF MATERIEL.
Check to see that a 'VI-inch red circle has been painted .around
all lubrication fittings and oil plugs (par. 44b), and that mat6riel
is painted in accordance with regulations (par. 4fi) : Note any
gloss on finish or any unnecessary bright metal that would affect
camouflage value. Note that name plates (par . 5) are clean and
legible and not painted over . Inspect condition of welds, rivets,
plates, and castings for cracks and breaks. Check for loosened,
broken, or missing bolts, nuts, screws, or cotter pins. Inspect
hinges, latches, clamps, pins, and other moving parts for proper
lubrication and evidence of rust or corrosion.

C . SET UP MATERIEL.
(1) Remove sighting equipment and fire control instruments

from shipping containers . Procure and install batteries
to the aiming post lights and the instrument light (par .
75d) . Place the instrument light in the control box clip
(fig . 8) . Pull the shields off the aiming post lights, place
the lights in control box clips (fig. 8) and. lay the shields

14

C

-TELESCOPE ADAPTER M9E4
TELESCOPE MOUNTM79AND
ELBOW TELESCOPE M62 ASSY

B-FIRING SWITCH T14
C CONTTtOt BOXCOVER
,LANYARD
E-WIRSNG DIAGRAMINSTRUaCN LABEL

Cr-4.5-INCH BORE BRUSH

	

. . . .
H-AIMING POST LIGHT M14(GREEN FILTER)
J-- AIMING POST LIGHT M14 (RED FILTER)
K-(N5rRUMENr UGFfT Md2
L-AIMING POST LIGHT SHIELD
M-PADLOCK

	

RA PD 161873

Figure g. Location of equipment in control box.
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in the control box. Install the bore brush. to the upright
support pin provided in the control box. Install the
grease gun to clip in control box (fig . 8) . Wrap the
lanyard around the supports provided on the inside of
the control box cover (fig. 8) . Install the sighting equip-
ment in the control box (par. 76) .

(2) Place the firing circuit tester in its cover (fig . 33), and
place the covered circuit tester in the control box (fig. 9) .

r
-1 ,01NX 107,

.ash

-XXXSr ++6XSXlXrfX-ftXg3nXX,iX3XiXrlXSiXt95CtI+XrrrFiX1

(3) Remove control box padlock keys from the padlock and
tag them with the rocket launcher serial number.

(4) Procure batteries for the firing switch and install them
as instructed in paragraph 59 .

(5) Place the trail stake in the bracket and clamp on the
left side of the trail (par. 14) .

(6) Place the aiming post set in its cover (fig . 10) and the
bore brush staff in its cover, and with three straps pro-
vided, strap the two items to the right side of the trail
as shown in figure 10. When the launcher is to be trans-
ported, the straps are also used to hold the blackout light-
system cable to the trail (par . 330 .

1 5



1 6

(6) Test the operation of the firing switch (par. 58) .

Figure 10 . Aiming post set and bore brush, staff attached to-trail for transport.

d. MAKE OPERATIONAL CHECK. Make an operational check as
follows :

(1) Operate the lunette assembly (par . 11) and see that the
drawbar rotates freely and that the lock shaft works
properly (fig . 11) .

(2) Try the trail stake clamp to see that it operates to retain
the stake to the trail (fig . 15) and that it releases the
trail stake properly (par. 14) .

(3) Pull out the elevating lock (par . 16) and elevate and
depress the cluster (par. 17) . Note that the operation
of the elevating mechanism is smooth. Handwheel effort
is not to exceed 1 pound.

(4) Pull out the traveling lock (par. 15) and traverse the
carriage (par . 18) . Note that the carriage traverses
smoothly and that handwheel effort does not exceed 4
pounds. See that the traveling lock operates freely .

(5) Load a dummy rocket into each of the 25 cluster tubes
(par. 30) to insure that the rocket moves easily in each
tube and that it seats properly at the stop .
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(7) Raise each wheel from the ground and spin it, observing
that it spins easily and that the wheel runs true without
wobble. Verify that the wheel bearings are sufficiently
tight to eliminate end play (par, 69b) . Note that the air
pressure is over 25 psi and less than 40 psi.

e. LUBRICATE THE MAT2RIEL. Lubricate the launcher as in-
structed in paragraphs 43-46.
f. CHECK EQUIPMENT. Check equipment for completeness with

Department of the Army Supply Catalog ORD 7 SNL C-90.
g. INSPECT EQCTIPMENT. Inspect sighting equipment and fire

control instruments (pars . 70-76) and ammunition (pars. 77-86) .

9. Used Materiel

a. In addition to the procedures and inspections prescribed in
paragraph 8, used materiel viii also be checked to insure that
pertinent modification work orders have been applied .

b . A list of modification work orders is published in SR 310-
20-4 . If any pertinent modification work order has not been ap-
plied, the local ordnance officer must be notified promptly .

AGO 1323E

Section il . CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTS

10. General

This section describes, locates, and illustrates the controls and
instruments provided for the operation of rocket launchers T123.
This section does not include information on the controls and
instruments for sighting equipment and fire control instruments.
Sighting equipment and fire control instruments are covered in
paragraphs 70-76.

11 . Lunette and Drawbor Lack Shaft

a. The drawbar (fig . 11) is rotated to place the lunette in its
lower position for attachment to the prime mover in traveling, and
to its upper position to clear the ground when in the firing posi-
tion. The trail stake ring is provided for the trail stake (fig. 29) .
The drawbar is locked in either position by a manually operated
drawbar lock shaft.

b. To rotate the drawbar, pull out on the lock shaft knob (fig .
11) and rotate the drawbar lock shaft counterclockwise . This
movement causes the lock shaft to move out of engagement with
the drawbar flange and allow rotation of the drawbar. Rotate

17



the drawbar and swing the drawbar lock shaft back to its latched
position, and see that the plunger of the knob engages the hole in
the trail plate.

1 8

r

	

r

	

r

	

1

	

1

	

1

	

r 1

	

r

	

i fi r '

	

r

12. Blackout Light-System Bracket and Plunger Cable
Plug, and Cable Spring

a. The blackout light-system consists of a blackout light-system
lamp assembly (fig . 12), an 18-foot length of cable, a cable plug,
and a cable tension spring (fig . 13) . The blackout lamp bracket
and plunger (fig. 12) is attached to the lower right-hand side of the
rocket cluster for attaching the blackout lamp assembly for travel-
ing. The cable plug (fig . 13) is placed into the prime mover recep-
tacle which provides power for the blackout light-system . The
cable tension spring is provided to support the cable loop.

b. To remove the blackout light-system lamp assembly (fig . 12),
pull out the bracket plunger ring and pull the lamp assembly down
and away from the bracket. The lamp support is notched for
proper alinement of the support in the lamp bracket and plunger.

c. The blackout light-system cable plug (fig . 13) is keyed to
enter the prime mover receptacle in one position . To place it in
the receptacle, aline the key and push in the plug.

Acv 1823B



13 . Parking Brakes

AGO 1323B

Figure 12 . Removal of blackout light-system damp assembly from bracket and
plunger.

d. The cable tension spring (fig . 13) has two coiled eyes ; one
end is clipped around the cable and the other end is clipped
around an eye or fitting on the prime mover. When not in use,
the cable tension spring may be attached to the lifting handles on
the trail .

a. Each wheel of the carriage is provided with a mechanical
brake operated by a clasp type hand parking brake (fig . 14) . The
parking brakes ordinarily are set only when the carriage is un-
limbered from the prime mover, and when the weapon is parked.

b . To set the parking brake, pull the parking brake handle (fig :
1 .4) rearward as far as possible. A spring in the handle will cause
the parking brake pawl to engage the rack to hold the parking
brake in the "set" position .

c. To release the parking brake, disengage the pawl from the
rack (fig . 14) by squeezing the handle and pawl together and
pushing the handle as far forward as it will go.

19



14. Trail Stake Clamp

15 . Traveling Lock

20

11141
1-'
1
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Blackout
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plug

	

cablele 8pring-rocket launcher
attached to prime mover pintle .

a. The trail stake (fig . 15) is attached to the left side -of the
trail by the stake bracket and the stake clamp.

b. To release the trail stake, pull the clamp lever forward, pull
the clamp spring forward and raise it, then remove the trail stake
from the trail,

c. To attach the trail stake, place the pointed end of the stake
into the stake bracket, hold the stake up to the stake clamp body
and place the spring around the stake to hook onto the lower part
of the clamp body, then rotate the clamp lever to its clamped
position .

a. The traveling lock (fig. 16) is located on the carriage axle
housing. It is used to lock the axle housing to the axle in its cen-
tered position for traveling.
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Figure 1I,. Operation of parking brake.

STAKE BRACKET

RA P[3 1618k

Figure 15 . Removal of trail stake from trail.
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b . To unlock the axle housing and axle, pull out the traveling
lock handle and rotate the handle to its vertical position .

c. To lock the axle housing and axle, rotate the traveling lock
handle to its horizontal position and traverse the carriage (par.
18) slowly towards the center position . A spring in the traveling
lock will force the lock plug into a hole in the axle.

16, Elevating Lock

22

Figure 16 . Operation of

	

traveling lock .

a.. The elevating lock, located on the left side of the trail (fig .
17), engages a hole in the elevating are to lock the rocket cluster
for traveling.

b. To disengage the elevating lock, pull out the elevating lock
handle and rotate the handle clockwise to its vertical position . A
pin in the handle, will engage a notch in the trail to hold out the
elevating lock plunger.

c. To engage the elevating lock with the elevating are for travel-
ing, rotate the elevating lack handle counterclockwise . A pizz in
the handle will engage a slot in the trail and allow the elevating
lock plunger to move in to engage with the hole in the elevating
are. -Elevate or depress the rocket cluster (par. 17) to aline the
hole and plunger.
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Figure 17 . Operation of elevating-lock .

17. Elevating Handwhee! and Handwhee! Brake

18 . Traversing Handwheel and Handwheel Brake

a. The elevating handwheel (fig . 18) and the handwheel brake
are located on the left side of the carriage trail. Clockwise rotation
of the handwheel by the handwheel knob elevates the rocket cluster
and counterclockwise rotation depresses it .

b. The handwheel brake lever is used to operate the brake. The
brake is set to prevent change in elevation and range during firing
and released after firing for change in elevation. To set the brake,
move the brake lever to the right ; to release the brake, move the
lever to the left .

a. The traversing handwheel (fig . 19) and the handwheel brake
are located on the left side of the carriage trail. Clockwise rotation
of the handwheel by the handwheel knob traverses the carriage
to the right (fig. 2Q), and counterclockwise rotation traverses the
carriage to the left .

b . The handwheel brake lever (fig . 19) is used to operate the
brake. The brake is set to prevent change in azimuth during firing
and released after firing for change in azimuth. To set the brake,
move the brake lever to the right ; to release the brake, move the
lever to the left .
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19. Sight MountClamp Screw

The sight mount clamp screw (fig . 21) is used to clamp the sight
mount to the sight mount pin on the rocket cluster or on the left
side pin in the trunnion pin. The screw has a right-hand thread.

20. Sight Mount Housing Adjusting Knob (Cross Level-
ing )

The sight mount housing adjusting knob (fig. 21) is used for
cross leveling the sight (par. 73f ) .

21, - Firing Switch Extension Plug

a. The firing switch extension plug (fig . 22) is used to change
the firing circuit from generator power to battery power in event
of failure of the 15ring switch generator. The plug is located in the
control box where it is plugged into the extension plug socket.
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Figure T9 . Operation of traversing handwheel and handwheely brake,

Figure X0. Carriage traversed to extreme rigkt positio7,
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sib-MOUNT CLAMP SCREW

Figure ,21 . Sightmountcontrols.

b. A key screw serves as a key in the plug. To change from gen-
erator power to battery power, pull out the extension plug from
the plug socket and with a screw driver, turn the screw in until
its head is flush with the plug. This will bring out the soldered nut
on the other side . In this position, the nut is the key. Replace the
plug in the extension plug socket . The extension plug is marked
"UP FOR GEN" on one side, and "UP FOR BATT" on the op-
posite side.

22. Control Box Index Pointer

The control box index pointer (fig. 23) is provided for position-
ing the firing switch pointer without opening . the cover of the
control box. Rotate the index pointer to engage its shaft with the
firing switch pointer, then rotate the index pointer clockwise to
the tube number on the index dial which is to be fired first .

23. Firing Switch Pointer

The firing switch pointer (fig. 24) is provided for setting the
firing switch distributor when the control box cover is opened.
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This pointer is normally used in testing the firing switch and the
wiring circuit . To set the pointer, rotate it clockwise only. A pair
of pawls prevents counterclockwise rotation.

24. Firing Switch Safety Ping

a. The safety plug (fig . 25) is provided to prevent accidental
firing of the rockets. When the safety plug is removed, the firing
circuit is broken and rockets cannot be fired. The safety plug
socket is located at the left side of the control box. In traveling,
the safety plug is carried in the control box, when in use, the safety
plug is attached to 'the control box by means of a short beaded
chain and chain clip . The socket spring cover is for the protection
of the safety plug socket.

b. The safety plug is a "twist-lock" type . To install it, push in
the plug and. twist it to the right. To remove the safety plug, twist
it to the left and pull out.

25 . Firing Switch Lanyard

a. The firing switch T14 is lanyard-operated and is semiauto-
matic. Each pull of the lanyard fires one rocket and. indexes the
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Figure 22 . Installation of firing switch extension plug.



Figure 23 . Rotation of control box index pointer.

firing switch into position for firing the next round on the next
pull of the lanyard. The rate of fire is dependent only upon the
speed with which the operator can pull the lanyard.

b . The lanyard is carried in the control box, wound around sup-
ports on the inside of the control box cover (fig. 8) . The lanyard
may be used on either the right or left side of the rocket launcher .
To prepare the lanyard for use, remove it from the control box
cover. For use of the lanyard on the left side of the launcher, clip
the lanyard (fig. 26) to the upper hole in the firing switch lever,
and place the cable in the left-hand guide. For use of the lanyard
on the right side of the launcher, clip the lanyard to the lower
hole in the firing switch lever, and place the cable in the right-
hand guide.

c. The lanyard must be given a quick pull to operate the firing
switch generator fast enough to provide current for firing, and.
each pull of the lanyard must operate the firing switch lever to
its stopping point to assure proper firing switch contact closing
and proper indexing of the firing switch distributor .
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Figure 21,. . Rotation of faring switch pointer.

Figure 25. Installation of firing switch safety plug .
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Section III . OPERATION UNDER USUAL CONDITIONS

26 . General

Figure 26 . Operation of firing switch lanyard.

This section contains instructions for the mechanical steps
necessary to operate the rocket launcher T123 under usual con-
ditions. For operation under unusual conditions, refer to para-
graphs 34-38 .

27 . Preparation of Launcher for Operation and Firing

a. SELECT LAUNCHER SITE. Whenever possible, select a site for
the launcher that is level and clear of dry vegetation . The blast of
hot gases and flame from the rockets will ignite dry material at
the front and rear of the launcher . Dry vegetation -= should be
cleared for a .distance of approximately 100 feet from the front
and rear of the launcher .

	

_
b. UNLIMBER LAUNCHER FROM PRIME MOVER.

(1) Pull the blackout light-system cable plug (fig. 13) out
of the prime mover socket. Remove the cable tension
spring from the prime mover. If the cable tension spring
is to remain with the launcher, clip it to the lifting han-
dles on the trail.

(2) The spade plate (fig . 27) is used to increase the spade
area when the launcher is to be emplaced in light, sandy
soil . Attach the spade plate to the spade with six cap
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screws, lock washers, and nuts before uncoupling the
launcher from the prime mover.

(3) Set the parking brakes (par. 13) and uncouple the
launcher lunette from the prime mover pintle (fig . 13) .
Use the lifting handles to lift the trail and lower it to the
ground.

Figure 27. Spade plate attached to increase spade area .

c. REMovE BLACKOUT LIGHT-SYSTEM, AIMING POST SET, AND
BORE BRUSH STAFF-SECTION .

AGO Ia23S

(1) Remove the three leather straps which attach the aim-
ing post set, bare brush staffsection, and the blackout
light-system cable to the trail (fig . 10) .

(2) Remove the blackout light-system lamp from the bracket
on the cluster (par. 12) .

d. REMOVE LAUNCHER COVER.

(1) . Untie the rope at each side of the cover (fig. 28) and
pull the rope through the metal eyes . Unfasten the three
straps at the rear of the cover and remove the cover.

(2) Allow cover to dry before folding. Fold the cover into
a compact bundle and stow it in the prime mover.

e . ROTATE LUNETTE To FIRING POSITION . Unlock the drawbar
lock shaft and rotate the lunette up to its firing position - (par . 11) .
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f. EMPLACE SPADE. Dig hole for the spade. This will'be neces-
sary even when the soil is light and sandy as there is little reac-
tion on the launcher in firing . Loosen only as much soil as is nec-
essary for the spade. The blast from the rockets will blow loosened
soil away. A blast deflector welded to the trail helps to deflect the
blast away from the spade.

32

g. DRIVE IN TRAIL STAKE.

Figure 28 . Launcher with. cover.

(1) Remove the trail stake from the trail (par. 14) .

(2) Place the trail stake in the state ring and drive the stake
into the ground (fig. 29) .

h. DRIVE IN WHEEL STAKES. The wheel stakes (fig. 34) are pro-
vided to prevent side movement of the launcher during firing .
The wheel stakes are ordinarily carried in the prime mover. Drive
a stake in the ground as close as possible to the tire . Approxi-
mately S inches of the stake should remain above ground (fig. 2) .

i. POSITION BLAST DEFLECTOR UNDER LAUNCHER. If a blast de-
flector is to be used, place the blast deflector under the launcher,
and wrap the attaching chains around the axle housing and hook
them to prevent movement.
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j. DISENGAGE TRAVELING Loci . Pull out and rotate the travel-
ing lock to its vertical position to hold the traveling lock disen-
gaged.
k. DISENGAGE ELEVATING LocK. Pull out and rotate the elevat-

ing lock clockwise to hold the elevating lock disengaged. .
L . REMOVE ROCKET RETAINING PINS. Pull the rocket retaining

pins out of the rocket cluster and store them in the prime mover.
M. INSTALL SIGHT MOUNT AND SIGHTING EQUIPMENT. The sight

mount is ordinarily installed on the sight mount pin located on
the left trunnion pin. A secondary position. is provided on the
rocket cluster (fig . 3) for use when the target is to the right of
the launcher and obscured by the rocket cluster. Install the sight
mount (par. 20) and the sighting equipment (par. 78b) .

u. Operate the brake lever to release the elevating handwheel
brake and rotate the elevating handwheel to position the rocket
cluster at 5- to 10-degree elevation for loading rockets into the
cluster (par. 30) .
b. Rotate the elevating handwheel to position the rocket cluster

at the desired elevation. Set the elevating handwheel brake to
prevent movement of the cluster during firing .
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c. When elevating or depressing the rocket cluster to its maxi-
mum elevation or depression, approach the stops slowly to prevent
possible damage to the launcher when the stops on the 'elevating
are engage the elevating mechanism pinion gear.
Warning: Elevation of the loaded launcher for firing must not

exceed the elevation' indicated in firing tables FTR 4.5--D-3 (par.
'78) for the rocket to be fired. Elevation of the Iauncher is greater
than the maximum elevation for stable flight of the rocket. Rockets
in unstable flight will tumble, have a shorter range, and may drop
among friendly troops .

29. Traversing
a. Release the parking brakes (par. 13) .
b. Operate the brake lever to release the traversing handwheel

brake. Rotate the traversing handwheel to position the launcher
carriage according to fire control data and sighting through the
sighting equipment, then set the traversing handwheel brake to
prevent movement of the carriage during firing.

30. Loading the Launcher
a. Inspect each tube before loading to be sure that the tubes are

clear and clean and that firing contacts are clean.
b. Check firing circuit with circuit tester (par . 58) to prevent

misfires due to shorted or open circuits . Remove safety plug after
testing firing circuit.

c. Prepare ammunition for firing as outlined in paragraph 83 .
Warning: Do not load rockets when the firing switch safety plug

is installed in its socket. Always remove this plug immediately
after firing and check to see that it is removed before loading.
d. The launcher may be fully loaded with 25 rockets, or loaded

with any lesser number . Insert the rockets in the rocket cluster.
There will be some resistance to seating the rockets -when the
ground and live contacts engage the rockets. Do not ram them in,
but push them in slowly and firmly to seat against the stops at
the rear of the cluster. When partially loading the launcher, load
them in the order of firing sequence. The firing order of tubes is
shown in figure 30 and on the wiring diagram label at the inside
of the control box cover (fig . 8) . It is also stamped in the cluster
casting at each tube.

e. When the launcher is to be moved to the site of firing after
loading rockets, install the rocket retaining pins (fig . 32) and ele-
vate the rocket cluster to engage the elevating lock (par. 16) .
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Figure 30 . Firing order of tubes-rear view of rocket cluster.

31 . Firing the Launcher

a. Remove the sighting equipment from the sight mount (par.
74h) and place it in the control box (fig. 9) .
Caution : Allowing the sight to remain on the launcher during

firing will damage the optical system of the elbow telescope.
b . Remove the lanyard and close the control box cover and secure

all latches. Rotate the firing switch index pointer to engage the
shaft and set the pointer to the number one rocket position (par.
22) . Firing may be started or stopped at any point in the cycle,
but with a fully loaded launcher firing should start with number
one rocket. This is done to increase the firing stability. If all the
rockets have not been fired in the previous firing cycle, the firing
switch index pointer may be manually reset to any desired posi-
tion in the sequence .

c. Attach the lanyard to the firing switch lever (par. 25) .
Extend the lanyard off to the side of the launcher . It must be
used at its full length of 50 feet.
Warning: Before installing the firing switch safety plug, make

sure that the area ahead of and behind the launcher is clear of
personnel, equipment, and inflammable material by a distance of
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50 yards (fig. 31) and a distance of at least 50 feet from each side
of the launcher. The danger zone is designated as a', triangular
area with a base and height of 50 yards, the apex of the triangle
being the rear of the launcher and its height an extension of the
launcher axis .
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Figure 31 . Danger zone to rear of launcher .

ci. Install the firing switch safety plug to its socket on the con-
trol box (par. 24) .

e. Pull the lanyard (par. 25) to fire . A single rocket.is fired for
each pull of the lanyard.

f. If a misfire occurs, proceed as instructed in paragraph 53.
9. Care will be exercised when firing through brush and trees

since impact with a twig or branch may deflect the rocket. A
heavy branch may detonate the rocket. Refer to paragraph 53 for
other precautions to be observed in firing.

32. Unloading the Launcher

a. Remove the firing switch safety plug from the control box
socket (par. 24) to prevent accidental firing .
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b. After firing a number of rockets from a fully loaded launcher,
the rocket cluster may be heated above the safe temperature limit
of the remaining rockets. If the remaining rockets are not to be
fired, wait 15 seconds, then remove them from the rocket cluster.

c. Depress the rocket cluster to approximately 5-degree eleva-
tion (par. 17) .
d. Push at the base of each rocket and force it forward until

it can be grasped at the muzzle of the cluster and withdrawn.
Prepare the rockets for repacking (par. 86) .

33 . Preparation of Launcher for Traveling

a. REMovE BLAST DEFLECTOR. Unhook the chains from the
axle housing, and remove and stow the blast deflector, if used, in
the prime mover.

11 . REmovF, TRAIL STAKE AND WHEEL STAKES. Pry or dig out the
stakes (fig . 2) . Attach the trail stake to the trail (par. 1.4) and
stow the wheel stakes in the prime mover .

c. INSTALL ROCKET RETAINING PINS. When moving the
launcher to a new site for continued firing, the launcher may be
loaded, the rocket retaining pins installed (fig.. 32), and the
launcher moved in the usual manner. Install the pins for travel-
ing whether or not the launcher is loaded.

WCKEr
RX'fAiN11"1CrP1N

0
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Figure J2. Rackets sand racket retaining pins installed in rocket cluster.
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d. ENGAGE TRAVELING LOCK. Release the parking brakes. Turn
the traveling lock to its horizontal position, release the traversing
handwheel brake, and operate the traversing handwheel to move
the carriage on the axle to the center position when the traveling
lock plunger will snap into its locked position . Set the traversing
handwheel brake,

	

.
e. ENGAGE ELEVATING LOCK . Place the elevating lock handle

in its horizontal position, release the elevating handwheel brake,
and operate the elevating handwheel to elevate or depress the
rocket cluster to engage the lock with the hole in the elevating
are . Set the elevating handwheel brake.

f. STOW EQUIPMENT IN CONTROL Box.
(1) Unclip the lanyard from the firing switch lever and

wind the lanyard around the supports on the control box
cover (fig . 8) .

(2) Disconnect the instrument light and coil the wire into
the control box. Remove the sighting equipment and
stow it in the control box (par. 76) .

	

.
(3) Remove the aiming post lights from the aiming posts

and stow the lights in the control box (par. 8) .
(4) Unclip the firing switch safety plug chain clip from the

eye in the control box and place the safety plug in the
control box.

(5) Install the bore brush to its support pin in the control
box. Place the grease gun (fig . 8) and circuit tester
(fig . 9) in the control box.
Close the control box cover, secure with latches, and
place padlock in hasp.

g. INSTALL LAUNCHER COVER. Place the cover on the launcher
as shown in figure 28 . Fasten the three straps, place the cover
bottom grommets over the metal eyes, and thread the two side
ropes through the eyes. Tie the ropes at the rear.
h. INSTALL BLACKOUT LIGHT-SYSTEM. Open the cover flap at

the lower right side of the cover for installation of the blackout
lamp . Attach the blackout lamp to the bracket (par . 12) .

i . ATTACH THE AIMING POST SET AND BoRE ERUSH STAFF To
THE TRAIL. Separate the aiming posts and place them in the cover.
Place the bore brush staff-section in its cover and attach the
aiming post set, bore brush staff, and the blackout light-system
to the trail with the three leather straps as shown in figure 10.

9 . COUPLE LAUNCHER TO PRIME MOVER.
(1) Unlock the drawbar lock shaft and rotate the lunette to

its traveling position .
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(2) Raise the trail and place the lunette in the prime mover
pintle (fig . 13) .

(3) Clip the brake cable tension spring to the cable and to
the prime mover and place the cable plug into the grime
mover socket.

(4) Release parking brakes.

Section IV. OPERATION UNDER UNUSUAL
CONDITIONS

34. Genera!

a. The mechanical steps of operation under unusual conditions
are the same as for operation under usual conditions which are
covered in paragraphs 26-33. The only difference in procedure is
in the servicing of the launcher with regard to cleaning and lubri-
cation, to insure proper functioning in locations where the atmos-
phere is salty, or where extremes in temperature and humidity of
the atmosphere occur. Special care will be observed with regard
to cleaning and lubrication of the launcher as explained below.
Such care is necessary to insure proper operation and functioning
of the weapon and to guard against excessive wear of the moving
parts. Proper care prevents deterioration of the materiel .
b. See paragraph 85 for temperature limitations of firing of

the rockets.

35 . Cold Weather Operation

a. PREPARATION FOR COLD WEATHER OPERATION. When it is
anticipated that the launcher will be operated in cold climates, it
will be necessary to lubricate the weapon with the lubricants pre-
scribed for the expected temperature o£ operation (fig . 35) . When
it is necessary to change grade of lubricant it is imperative that
the parts receiving the lubrication be completely disassembled and
cleaned before the new lubricant is applied (par. 48) .

b . COLD WEATHER OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS AND DAILY CARE.
(1) Refer to TM 9---2855 for instructions on operation. and

maintenance of ordnance materiel in extreme cold
weather.

(2) Do not let snow or ice collect on moving parts or in bores
of launcher . Remove snow and ice before attempting to
move parts.

(3) Inspect materiel thoroughly and provide as much pro-
tection as possible for all parts.

	

See that covers- are
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properly installed and securely fastened. If moisture or
ice is found, the surface must be thoroughly cleaned and
dried and coated sparingly with a light oil.

C . PREVENTION OF CONDENSATION .
(1) Do not bring the materiel indoors unless absolutely neces-

sary, but cover to protect it from snow and ice.
(2) If necessary for materiel to be brought indoors, the

launcher will be immediately cleaned, dried, and lubri-
cated. After it has reached room temperature, again
clean, dry, and lubricate the launcher .

d. CARE of DRY CELL BATTERIES AND EQUIPMENT.
(1) Dry cell batteries will not provide sufficient current far

operation of lamps and the firing switch, and they may
freeze and burst their cases at extremely low tempera
tures. To prevent damage to the material by corrosion
caused by the salammoniac electrolyte, remove all dry
cell batteries after using the launcher .

(2) Remove the two dry cell batteries, from the firing switch
(par. 58) and keep them in a warm place .

(3) Remove dry cell batteries from the instrument light and
from the two aiming post lights (par. 75d) and keep
them in a warm place.

36 . Tropical Climates

In tropical climates where temperature and humidity are high
or where salt air is present, and during rainy seasons, the launcher
will be inspected and thoroughly cleaned daily. In humid, salty
atmosphere, lubricate the bores and all unpainted metal surfaces
as prescribed in lubrication order (fig . 35) daily. Inspect equip-
ment, replacing dry cell batteries frequently to prevent damage to
equipment through corrosion.

37. Operation in Sandy or Dusty Conditions

In hot dry climates where sand and dust are apt to get into
the bores, all moving parts including the bores will be wiped clean
daily or more often if necessary. When the surfaces are dry,
there is less wear than when coated with lubricants contaminated
with grit . During sand or dust storms, the launchers will be kept
covered as much of the time as operating conditions permit. In-
crease in effort required to traverse the carriage may be due to
dirt in the axle housing. Report to ordnance maintenance per-
sonnel for disassembly and cleaning .
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38 . Fording Operations

a. During fording operations, water will enter the brake drums,
wheel bearings, axle housing, and the traversing sprocket and
chain cover. Disassembly will be required for removal of water
and for lubrication to prevent rusting of parts.

b . Report to ordnance maintenance personnel as soon as pos-
sible after each fording for removal of water and lubrication of
the launcher.
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39. General

40. Spare Parts

42

CHAPTER 3

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
INSTRUCTIONS

Section I . ORGANIZATIONAL SPARE PARTS,
TOOLS, AND EQUIPMENT

a. Spare parts, tools, and equipment are issued to the using
organization for using and maintaining the materiel.

b, Organizational spare parts, tools, and equipment supplied
for the rocket launcher T123 are listed in Department of the Army
Supply Catalog ORD 7 SNL C-90, which is the authority for
requisitioning replacements .

c, Tools and equipment should not be used for purposes other
than prescribed, and, when not in use, should be properly stored
in the control box provided for them.

Spare parts are supplied to the using organization for replace-
ment of those parts likely to become worn, broken, or otherwise
unserviceable provided such operations are within the scope of
organizational maintenance functions .

. 41 . Common Tools and Equipment

Standard and commonly used tools and equipment having gen-
eral application to this materiel are listed for issue in ORD 7
SNL C-90 and in T/A and T/0&E's but are not specifically identi-
fied in this manual.

42. Special Tools and Equipment

Certain special tools and equipment for organizational mainte-
nance, repair, and general use with the materiel are listed in
table -1 for information only. This list is not to be used far req-
uisitioning replacements .
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Table I. Special Organizational Tools and Equipment

Section It . LUBRICATION AND PAINTING

43 . Lubrcution Chart

AGO 1323a

a. The lubrication chart (fig . 35) prescribes organizational
maintenance lubrication for this equipment. Lubrication to be
performed by ordnance maintenance personnel also is covered in
notes.

b. Service intervals specified on the lubrication chart are for
normal operating conditions and during active service. These
intervals will be reduced under extreme conditions, such as exces-

43

Itern
Identifying
number

Referenges

Fig I Par
Me

BRUSH, bare, 4.5- 7134860 33,39 56b, Used with staff-
inch and c section to clean

rocket tubes.
COVER, canvas, cir- 7140707 9,33

cuit tester
COVER, canvas, over- 28,33 27d,

all . -339
COVER, staff-section-- 10,33 8c (6) Used with bore brush .
LIGHT-SYSTEM, 713$427 12,33 12

blackout, 6-8 v,
18-ft cable,
complete

PLATE, spade-------- 27,34 27b (2) Used to increase area
of spade.

PLATE,-spade-------- 27,34 276(2) Used to increase area
of spade.

SPRING, tension, S, 5173394 13,33 12 Used to hold and
0.480 diam stock, support the black-
1tX OD, 26% in out light-system
over-011 lgh. cable.

STAFF-SECTION 7134829 33,39 56b Used with bare brush
and c to clean racket

tubes.
STAKE, trail, 35% 7135056 25, 33 14, 27g Used to hold trail

in long- in eh placed position .
STAKE, wheel -------- 2,34 27h Used at wheels to

prevent side motion
of launcher .

TESTER, circuit, M8_. 7136682 33,41 - 58 Used totest and
check continuity of
firing mechanism
circuit .
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Figure 34. Special organizational tools and equipment.

sively high or low temperatures, prolonged periods of high-speed
operation, continued operation in sand or dust, immersion in
water, or exposure to moisture ; any one of which may quickly
destroy protective qualities of lubricant. During inactive periods,
intervals may be extended commensurate with adequate preser-
vations .

c . Lubricants are prescribed in the "Key" in accordance with
three temperature ranges : above 32' F., 40 0 to -100 F., and
D° to -65' F. When to change grades of lubricants is determined
by maintaining a close check on operation of materiel during ap-
proach to change-over periods, especially during initial action .
Sluggish operation is usually an indication of lubricants thicken-
ing and a Signal to change to grades prescribed for next lower
temperature range. Ordinarily, it will be necessary to change
grades of lubricants only when air temperatures are consistently
in next lower or higher range.

44 . Detailed Lubrication Instructions

a. LUBRICATION EQUIPMENT. Each piece of materiel is sup-
plied with lubrication equipment adequate for its maintenance.
This equipment will be cleaned both before and after use. Lubri-
cation guns will be operated carefully and in such a manner as to
insure a proper distribution of lubricant.

POINTS OF APPLICATION .

f 1 ] Lubricating fittings, grease cups, oilers, and oilholes are
readily located by reference to the lubrication chart.
Wipe these devices and surrounding surfaces clean be-
fore lubricant is applied.

(2) A %-inch red circle should be painted around all lubrica-
tion fittings and oilholes .
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c. REPORTS AND RECORDS.
(1) Report unsatisfactory performance or defects in the ap-

plication or effect of prescribed lubricants and preserv-
ing material in accordance with paragraph 3d.

(2) A record of lubrication may be maintained in Preventive
Maintenance Roster (DA AGO Form 460) .

45. Special Lubrication Instructions

a. AXLE AND NUT. The axle and the traversing nut, the steel
balls, and the nut supporting roller bearings are sealed to exclude
dust and moisture ; however, the bellows which protect the axle
are made of a porous material and will leak water after prolonged
immersion . After fording or immersion in water and mud, the
axle nut should be removed by ordnance maintenance personnel
for the removal of water. Change of lubricant for a lower tem-
perature range will also necessitate disassembly of the axle and
nut for complete removal of heavy lubricant.

b . ELEVATING MECHANISM . Plugs for draining the elevating
mechanism are not provided . Draining the elevating mechanism
is accomplished by removal of the cover plates . Since removal of
the plates may damage the gaskets, this operation should be
performed by ordnance maintenance personnel. When changing
lubricant for lower temperature operation, partial disassembly
of the elevating mechanism is necessary for complete removal of
heavy lubricant. This disassembly is to be performed by ordnance
maintenance personnel.

c. WHEEL BEARINGS . Removal of the wheel bearings is required
for periodical lubrication and for change of lubricant for opera-
tion in a lower temperature range. Instructions for removal are
given in paragraph 67. When repacking wheel bearings, only
sufficient grease shall be used to fill the space between rollers. Do
not fill the space in the hub with grease.

46. Painting

a. Instructions for the preparation of the materiel for painting,
methods of painting, and materials to be used are contained in
TM 9-2851. Camouflage painting information is contained in
FM 5-20D.

b . Do not paint over name plates or serial numbers or working
surfaces which are lubricated in accordance with the lubrication
chart. Name plates will be kept coated with clear lacquer ; if they
have become rusty or corroded, they will first be carefully cleaned.
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c. Sighting and fire control instruments will not be painted by
the using organization .

Section Ill . PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SERVICES

47. General
Preventive maintenance services are the responsibility of the

using organization . These services consist of before-firing, after-
firing, daily, weekly, and before-traveling services performed by
the section personnel (Ist echelon) and the scheduled services to
be performed at monthly and semiannual intervals by mechanic
or maintenance crews of the using organization (2d echelon) .
Note that these intervals are based on normal operations . Reduce
intervals for abnormal operations or severe conditions. Intervals
during inactive periods may be extended accordingly.

48. Cleaning
a. GENERAL. Any special cleaning instructions required for

specific mechanisms or parts are contained in the pertinent section
in this manual.

b . CLEANING MATERIEL OR PARTS COATED WITH RUST-PREVEN-
TIVE COMPOUND .

(1) All new materiel or component parts of materiel re-
ceived from storage and intended for immediate use
which are coated with rust-preventive compound will be
thoroughly cleaned with waste, wiping cloths, or a brush
saturated with volatile-mineral-spirits-paint thinner, or
with one part of grease,-cleaning compound to four parts
of volatile-mineral-spirits-paint thinner. After complete
removal of the compound, dry and lubricate as specified
in the lubrication chart.

(2) Component parts of each weapon should be cleaned
separately where practicable. Although like parts are
interchangeable, the parts originally assembled work
best together.

AGO 182313

CLEANING MATERIEL IN USE.
(1) Use rifle-bore cleaner to clean all parts which have been

exposed to powder fouling during firing .
Note. Rifle-bore cleaner is not a lubricant. Afte.r cleaning, parts

which require lubrication will be wiped dry and oiled.

(2) Use volatile-mineral-spirits-paint thinner to clean parts
which have been greased or oiled. Do not use this solvent
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to clean parts which have been exposed to powder fouling
during firing because it will not readily dissolve the cor-
rosive salts from powder and primer compositions.

(3) Use clean water, or a soap solution of one-fourth pound
of soap chips to a gallon of hot water, for all rubber
parts and overall general cleaning of painted surfaces .

(4) After the parts are cleaned, rinse and dry them
thoroughly. Take care to keep the parts clean. Apply a
preservative lubricating oil to all polished metal sur
faces (other than optical instruments) to prevent
rusting.

(5) Before installing new parts, remove any preservative
materials (b above), such as rust-preventive compound,
protective grease, etc . ; prepare parts as required (oil
seals, etc.) ; and for those parts requiring lubrication,
apply the lubricant prescribed in the lubrication chart.

d . GENERAL PRECAUTIONS IN CLEANING .

(1) Volatile-mineral-spirits-paint thinner is inflammable and
should not be used near an open flame. Fire extin-
guishers should be provided when this material is used.
In addition, it evaporates quickly, has a drying effect on
the skin, and if used without gloves may cause cracks
in the skin and in some individuals a mild irritation or
inflammation . Use only in well-ventilated places .

(2) Avoid getting petroleum products, such, as volatile-
mineral-spirits-paint thinner or lubricants on rubber
parts, as they will attack the rubber and destroy its
characteristics .

(3) The use of Diesel fuel oil, gasoline, or benzene (benzol)
for cleaning or the use of high-pressure water, steam, or
air for cleaning the weapon is prohibited .

(4) Under no circumstances will a water hose, either normal
or high pressure, be used in cleaning any sighting or fire
control instruments . Remove the instruments from their
mounts before washing the weapon.

e. CLEANING UNDER UNUSUAL CLIMATIC CONDITIONS.
(1) Do not dilute rifle-bore cleaner or add an antifreeze.
(2) Store cleaners in a warm place, if practical . Shake rife-

bore cleaner well before using.

49. Basic Preventive Maintenance

Inspect and service the weapon as described in paragraphs 8
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and 9 at least every 6 months and after any extended travel with
the weapon, as the tactical situation permits.
a. Rust, dirt,- grit, gummed oil, and water cause rapid deteriora-

tion of all parts of the weapon . Particular care should be taken
to keep all bearing surfaces and exposed unpainted parts clean
and properly lubricated. Wiping cloths, rifle-bore cleaner, volatile-
mineral-spirits-paint thinner, and lubricants are furnished for
this purpose. Remove all traces of rust from surfaces with crocus
cloth which is the coarsest abrasive to be used by organizational
personnel for this purpose. Take care not to change the shape or
dimensions of part.

b . Retouch painted surfaces as required to cover nicks,
scratches, and worn spots which expose bare metal (par. 46) .

c. Tighten loose parts, as necessary.
d. Each time a weapon is disassembled for cleaning or repair,

carefully inspect all parts for cracks, excessive wear, rust, and
like defects which might cause malfunction of the launcher . Refer
to paragraphs 52-54 on trouble shooting for information on cer-
tain parts which when worn, damaged, or improperly adjusted
cause definite malfunctions . Thoroughly clean and properly lubri-
cate all parts before assembly.

e. Use only tools that are provided and see that they fit properly .
Tools that do not fit will fail and may cause damage to parts.

f. At least every 6 months, check to see that pertinent modifica-
tion work orders have been applied. A list of current modification
work orders is published in SR 310-20-4 . No alteration or modi-
fication will be made by organizational personnel, except as
authorized by official publications .

f. When the materiel is not in use, install the proper covers.

h. When a canvas or other type cover is used during periods
of inactivity, moisture may form on metal surfaces by condensa-
tion. To prevent rusting, remove the covers at least weekly, and
dry all surfaces thoroughly. Coat unpainted surfaces with the
prescribed lubricant. In cold weather, apply lubricant sparingly .

50. Preventive Maintenance Schedules (Crew)

a. To insure continued performance, it is necessary that the
weapon be systematically inspected. in order that defects may be
discovered and corrected before they result in serious damage or
failure . Any defects or unsatisfactory operating characteristics
beyond the scope of correction by the operator must be reported
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at the earliest opportunity to the designated individual in
authority.

b . The services set forth in table If are to be performed by the
operator .

Point

	

Preventive

	

Detailed
maintenance

	

instructions

Rocket cluster_________
Firing switch batteries_

54

Table II . Preventive Maintenance Schedules (Crew)

Before firing
Clean and dry________
Test circuit using

battery power to
be sure that the
batteries have suf-
ficient power for
firing in the event
of failure of the
generator during
firing .

Par. 56 .
Par. 58 .

AGO 13238

Aiming post light and Check operation of Install batteries and see
instrument light lamps. that lamps light.
batteries.

Firing mechanism live Clean and dry_-______ Clean area around contacts
contacts . to prevent shorts and

misfire.

Aft or faring
Elbow telescope M62___ Clean optical parts .--- Par. ?5c.
Rocket cluster_________ Clean and oil --------- Par. 56 .
Elevating are --------- Clean and oil_______-_ Lubrication chart (fig . 25) .
Overall cover________. Install cover_________ Par. 33g .
Equipment . ._.____-____ . Place all equipment Par. 3.

in control box.
Bellows______________ . Examine for cracks If damaged report to ord-

and holes. nance personnel.

Daily
Oiler lubrication points Lubricate____________ Lubrication chart.

Weekly
Rocket cluster_________ Clean and oil --------- Par. 56 .
Elevating mechanism__ Check level and Lubrication chart.

lubricate.
Traversing chain ______ Lubricate ..___________ Lubrication chart.
Drawbar lock shaft____ Lubricate____________ Lubrication chart.
Drawbar bushings Lubricate------------ Lubrication chart.
Rocket cluster trunnion Lubricate___________ Lubrication chart.

bearings .
Axle bushing---------- Lubricate------------ Lubrication chart.
Traversing handwheel Lubricate------------ Lubrication chart.

shaft.



Table II. Preventive Maintenance Schedules (.Crew) ---XContinued

Point Preventive

	

Detailed
Irlaint9RFlnce

	

instructions

Firing switch batteries-
Aiming post light and
instrument light
batteries.

Traversing axle andnut
Elevating mechanism--

Carriage___-__.___-___ .

AGO 1323B

Monthly
Test circuit----------
Test batteries -_______

Lubricate-___________
Measure effort, at

Handwheel, to
operate.

Measure effort, at
handwheel, to
traverse .

Par. 58 .
Install batteries and see

that lamps light.

Lubrication chart.
Handwheel effort should

be approximately I
pound,

Handwheel effort'should
be approximately 4
pounds .

55

Eyeshield of elbow Clean and dust_______ Clean with soap and water,
telescope M52. dry and dust with tale.

Telescope mount 11+179 Clean and lubricate___ Apply a thin film of lubri-
housing dovetail . cant to the dovetail slide

of the telescope mount
and to the sight mount.

Semiannually
Elevating mechanism-- Lubricate------------ Lubrication chart.
Bellows _________-_____ Examine for cracks If damaged, report to ord-

and holes. nance personnel.
Parking brakes_____-_ Operate to check for The parking brake handle

proper adjustment . should be approximately
at the center of the rack
when the parking brake
is set. Readjust if neces-
sary (par . 68b) .

Tires_________--___
Before traveling

Check air pressure
and condition of
tires.

Air pressure is to be be-
tween 25 and 40 psi.

Elevating lock --------- Determine that ele- Try elevating lock and see
vating lock is that the plunger is in the
engaged. elevating arc.

Traveling lock --------- Determine that travel- Turn traveling lock handle
ing lock is engaged. to horizontal position .

Lunette__-__________- Determine that draw- See that knob locks the
bar is locked . drawbar lock shaft.

Overall Cover______-__ . Check installation_____. . Par. 33p.
Equipment__-_____-___ Check all equipment Par. S.

and see that it is
properly installed
to the launcher .



51 . Preyentire Maintenance Schedules (Mechanic)

a. The battery mechanic is issued necessary tools, and either
performs or supervises all authorized disassembly, maintenance,
and adjustments . Service by battery mechanic includes a sys-
tematic check to see that all crew preventive maintenance (table
II) has been properly performed at the prescribed intervals and
that the materiel is in the best possible operating condition. The
crew should have the material in a reasonably clean condition for
scheduled maintenance service by battery mechanic .

b . The services set forth in table III are to be performed or
supervised by the battery mechanic at the designated intervals
in addition to any preventive maintenance required as a result of
the cheeks and services by the crew .

Table 111. Preventive ylaintenance Schedules (Nfechanic)

52. General

Point

	

Preventive

	

r)etailea
maintenance

	

instructions

A malfunction is an improper or faulty action of some com-
ponent part of the weapon or ammunition that may result in
failure to fire, other stoppage, or damage to the launcher .

53 .

	

Failure to Fire

56

Before firing

Section IV. TROUBLE SHOOTING

a. MISFIRE. A misfire is a complete failure to fire which may
be due to a faulty firing mechanism or a faulty element in the
propelling charge explosive train, A misfire in itself is not dan-
gerous but since it cannot be immediately distinguished from a
delay in the functioning of the firing mechanism or from a hang-
fire (b below), it should be considered as a possible delayed firing

AGO I32SE

Firing mechanism ..____ Check and test the Par. 58 .
firing circuit.

Elevating mechanism ._ Check operation___ ..__ Par. 8.
Carriage -------------- Check operation in Par. 8.

traversing .

Monthly
Wheel hearings ______ __ Lubricate ------------ Lubrication chart.
Firing switch_________ Replace batteries___ Par. 59 .



until such possibility has been eliminated . Such delay in the func-
tioning of the firing switch, for example, could result from the
presence of foreign matter such as grit, sand, frost, ice, or im-
proper or excessive oil or grease, which might create initially a
partial mechanical or electrical restraint which, after some inde-
terminate delay, is overcome as a result of additional attempts to
fire . In this connection, no round should be left in a hot weapon
any longer than the circumstances require due to the possibility
of a cook-off (c below) .

b . HANGFIRF. A hangfire is a delay in the functioning of a pro-
pelling charge explosive train at the time of firing . The amount
of the delay is unpredictable but in most cases will fall within
the range of a split second to several minutes. Thus, a hangfire
cannot be distinguished immediately from a misfire and therein
lies the principal danger--that of assuming that a failure of the
weapon to fire immediately upon actuation of the firing mechanism

. is a misfire whereas in fact it may prove to be a hangfire.

	

It is
for this reason that the time intervals prescribed in d below
should be observed after a failure to fire . These time intervals,
based on experience and considerations of safety, have been estab-
lished to minimize the danger associated with a hangfire and to
prevent the occurrence of a cook-off .

Caution: During the prescribed time intervals, the weapon will
be kept trained on the target and all personnel will stand clear of
the muzzle and the path of the back-blast.

c. COOK-OFF. A cook-off is a functioning of any or all of the
explosive components of a round chambered in a very hot weapon
due to heat from the weapon. The igniter and propelling charge,
in that order, are in general more likely to cook off than the
projectile or the fuze. If the igniter or the propelling charge
should cook off, the projectile may be propelled (fired) from the
weapon with normal velocity even though no attempt was made
to fire the igniter by actuating the firing switch. In such a case,
although there may be uncertainty as to whether or when the
round will fire, the precautions to be observed are the same as
those prescribed for a hangfire (b above) . However, should the
bursting charge explosive train cook off, injury to personnel and
destruction of the weapon may result. To prevent a cook-off, a
round of ammunition, which has been loaded into a very hot
weapon, should be fired or removed within the time prescribed in
d below, to prevent heating to the point where a cook-off may
occur.
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Caution: In case of an explosive round, chambered in a very
hot weapon which can neither be fired nor removed as prescribed.
below, all personnel will stand clear of the weapon until such time
as the weapon and chambered round are cool, to avoid the danger
from a possible cook-of of the explosive projectile .
d. PROCEDURES FOR REMOVING A ROUND.

(1) General. After a failure to fire, due to the possibility of
a hangfire or cook-off (b and c above), the following
general precautions, as applicable, will be observed until
the round has been removed from the weapon and the
cause of failure determined

(a) Keep the weapon trained on the target and all per-
sonnel clear of the muzzle and path of back-blast .

(b) In case of an explosive round chambered in a very hot
weapon, which can neither be fired nor removed as
prescribed below, all personnel will stand clear of the
weapon until such time as the weapon and the cham-
bered round are cool, to avoid the danger from a pos-
sible cook-off of the explosive projectile .

(c) Make additional attempts to fire as prescribed in (2)
below.

(2) Before removal of round. Definite intervals for waiting
after failure to fire and additional attempts to fire have
been established on the basis of experience and charac-
teristics of the weapon.

58

Warning: After a failure to fire, actuate the firing
switch two additional times in attempts to fire . If the
launcher still fails to fire, wait 15 seconds from the last
attempt to fire, then check the electrical circuit for
breaks, shorts, and poor contacts before another attempt
to fire . After making any necessary adjustments, again
actuate the firing switch three times. If the launcher
still fails to fire, wait 15 seconds after the last attempt
to fire before again checking the electrical circuit. After
making any other necessary adjustments, again actuate
the firing switch three times in attempts to fire and if
the weapon still fails to fire, wait 15 seconds before re-
moving the round, which is to be considered at fault
unless subsequent examination reveals a defective elec-
trical circuit not previously detected .

(3) After removal of round. The round, after removal from
the weapon, will be kept separate from other rounds
until it has been determined. whether the round or the
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54. Malfunctions of Launcher

In table IV, the probable causes of malfunctions of the launcher
are listed and corrective measures are indicated.

AGO 1123B

firing switch was at fault. If the round is determined
to be at fault, it will continue to be kept separate from
other rounds until disposed of. On the other hand, if ex-
amination reveals that the firing switch was at fault,
the round may be reloaded and fired after correction of "
the faulty firing switch.

Table IV. Trouble Shooting

t

	

Corrective action

Seat rockets (par . 30) .

Install lanyard correctly (par .
31),

Lubricate in accordance with
lubrication chart and free
the shaft. If it still does not
operate, report to ordnance
personnel. .

Test circuit (par, 58) . Report
to ordnance personnel.

Clean contacts and area around
the contacts .

Clean contacts and area around
the contacts.

Test circuit (par . 58) . Report
to ordnance personnel.

Change to battery power (par .
21) . Report to ordnance per-
sonnel .

Release parking brakes (par.
13) .

Adjust handwheel brake (par .
fi3) .

Lubricate in accordance with

59

Malfunction Probable causes

Firing mechanism Rockets not properly
fails to operate. seated against stops.

Lanyard clipped to
wrong end of firing
switch lever.

Firing switch re-
strained or jammed.

Defective firing
switch.

Contacts shorted to
ground .

Contacts corroded and
dirty.

Firing circuit open

Generator defective--

Effort to traverse Parking brakes set___
excessive.

Traversing handwheel
brake not adjusted
properly .

Lack of lubrication___
lubrication chart.

Traversing nut and Report to ordnance personnel.
balls dirty or cor-
roded.

Traversing chain cor- Report to ordnance personnel.
roded.

Backlash in trav- Backlash in chain____ Adjust chain idler (par . 63) .
ersing hand-
wheel excessive.



Effort to elevate

	

Lack of lubrication___
excessive .

I
i
j Dirt betweenelevat-

ing are and pinion .
Elevating handwheel
brake not adjusted
properly .

Elevating mechanism
damaged .

Effort to tow

	

I

	

Parking brakes drag- Adjust parking brakes (par .
launcher excel- - f

	

ging.

	

1

	

68) .
live .

55 . General

60

Table IV. Trouble Shooting-Continued

Malfunction

	

Pr0ablc enuXes

	

Corrective. action

Lack of lubrication___

	

Lubricate wheel bearings in
accordance with lubrication
chart.

Section V. ROCKET CLUSTER

Lubricate the cluster trunnion
bearings and elevating
mechanism i n accordance
with lubrication chart.

Clean and lubricate (par . 43) .

Adjust handwheel brake (par .
81) .

Report to ordnance personnel .

a . The rocket cluster (fig. 38) consists of a single aluminum
base alloy casting having five rows of five rocket tubes. Each tube
is flared out to lessen the frontal area. Each rocket tube is pro-
vided with four lands which guide the rocket in its travel through
the tube. A stop is provided at the rear of each tube to locate the
rocket. Two holes are bored through the horizontal center o£ each
raw of tubes for installation of the rocket retaining pins . The
pins are provided for holding rockets in place when moving the
launcher short distances to a firing site.

b, The elevating are is attached to the left side of the rocket
cluster (fig . 38) . A hole is provided in the are to engage the ele-
vating lock plunger which locates and locks the cluster in position
for traveling. The cluster is pivoted at its center 'and mounted
on the trail with trunnion pins and bushings . The cluster is bal-
anced and requires no mechanical equilibrator .

c . Two positions are provided for the sight mount (fig . 38) . The
sight mount pin on the left side trunnion pin is ordinarily used,
as it is closest to the operator ; the cluster sight mount pin is pro-
vided for use when the aiming posts or other orienting object is
to the right of the cluster . A level surface at the left side on top
of the cluster is provided for use of the gunner's quadrant.
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d. The control box which contains the firing mechanism and
equipment is mounted at the top rear of the cluster (fig . 38) . The
blackout light-system lamp is attached to the cluster by a bracket
and plunger assembly (fig . 1-2) .

e. The spring-type ground and live contacts of the firing mecha-
nism (fig. 40) are attached to the rear of each rocket tube. The
conduits, of the firing mechanism, which contain the wiring to
each live conduit are attached by clips to the rear of the rocket
cluster.

A-BLACKOUT LIGHT-SYSTEM LAMP ASSY

MUSTER SIGHT MOUNT PIN
C-ROCKEr RETAINING PIN

B--LEVEL SURFACE FOR GUNNERS QUADRANT

E--ROCKET CLUSTER
F_-CONTROL SOX

Figure 38 . Racket cluster.

56. Mainten-anee of Racket Cluster

AGO I323B

Cr-ELEVATING ARC
H-ELEVATING MECHANISM

1--TRAIL
K--ELEVATING LOCK
L--SIGHT MOUNT
IH-TRUNWON PIN

RA PS? 161903

a. GENERAL. No disassembly is authorized to be performed by
the using organization . organizational maintenance of the
launcher, therefore, includes cleaning, inspecting, and lubricating.

6i



BEFORE FIRING. Before firing the launcher, any oil in the
rocket cluster tubes must be wiped dry. Remove the bore brush
staff-section from the trail and the bore brush from the control
box (fig . 8) . Screw the staff into the bore brush (fig . 39) . Wrap
the bore brush in clean dry cloth and wipe out each tube.

62

c. AFTER FIRING.
(1) Wrap the bore brush in a cloth which has been wet with

rifle-bore cleaner and wrung out. Push the bore brush
through each tube until clean. Use a cloth dampened
with rifle-bore cleaner to clean the firing mechanism live
and ground contacts and the clearance holes at each con-
tact.

(2) For 3 consecutive days after firing, clean the rocket
cluster tubes as described in (1) above.

d. PERIODICAL CLEANING.
(1) When the launcher is not being fired, clean the rocket

tubes each week as described in c (1) above.
(2) The gear teeth of the elevating are and pinion (fig . 38)

are closely meshed and must be kept clean to assure ease
of operation in elevation. Conditions of dust and mois
ture will determine the frequency of cleaning. Keep the
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teeth clean at all times and lubricated with a film of oil
to prevent corrosion.

(3) Clean the outer painted surfaces of . the rocket cluster
with a solution of soap and water (1/4 pound soap chips
to 1 gallon of water) .

Caution: Petroleum solvents will remove the special
heat and flame resisting paint.
Take special care to prevent water or soap solution from -
entering the control box.

57 . General

Section V1 . FIRING MECHANISM

a . The firing mechanism is a lanyard-operated magneto type
mechanism. It consists of a firing switch (fig . 8), cables and con-
duits to the rocket contacts, and the lanyard. The firing switch
contains a generator which is driven in rotation at high speed by -
a pull of the lanyard, through a gear system (fig . 40), to provide
electrical current for igniting a rocket. Each pull of the lanyard
fires one rocket and indexes a distributor into position for firing
the next rocket in the firing sequence on the next pull of the
lanyard.

b . The distributor of the firing mechanism determines the fir-
ing sequence of the launcher . An index pointer is provided on the
control box cover (fig . 23) for setting the first 'rocket to be fired.
In a fully loaded launcher, this would be number 1 on the dial . In
a partially loaded launcher, the distributor can be set at the first
loaded tube . The index pointer on the control box cover positions
the pointer on the firing switch cover, which in turn positions the
distributor brush (fig. 40) in the firing switch. With each pull
of the lanyard the distributor brush advances to fire the next
rocket in the firing sequence .

c. The distributor brush connects the output of the generator
to one of the 25-rocket tube contacts. It is driven by a pawl and
ratchet and is held by a holding pawl (fig. 40) . To prevent firing
or flow of current when setting the distributor, the firing circuit
is open through use of a brush and insulator until the firing lever
is operated by the lanyard .
d. To prevent accidental firing, a safety plug is provided . When

the safety plug (fig . 40) is removed, the firing circuit is open and
rockets cannot be discharged . The safety plug is connected to the
firing switch through an extension plug .
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Figure

40

.

Firing mechanism-Schematic diagram

.

RA

PD 161905
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e. An emergency source of power is provided through the use
of two 71/2-volt stand-lay dry cell batteries, connected in series .
The circuit of the batteries to the firing switch distributor is open
when the firing switch extension plug is in its normal position of
"UP FOR GEN" and is closed when in the position "UP FOR
BATT." The battery source of power is intended for use only in
the event of failure of the generator.

f. The firing current (generator or battery) is conducted from
the distributor to the live contact fingers at each rocket tube
through the cable and conduit assemblies (fig. 40) . The live con-
tact fingers contact and discharge the rockets .

58 . Test of Firing Circuit

a. The firing circuit can be tested with the plier type circuit
tester M8 (fig . 33) to determine that current is flowing to each -
rocket tube live contact.

b. Set the index pointer of the firing switch at the number I
position . See wiring diagram instruction label (fig. 8) for loca-
tion of tube number I and the firing order of tubes . Tube num-
bers are also stamped on the cluster (fig . 41) .

c. Remove the circuit tester from the control box (fig. 9) and
fram its cover. Clasp the handles of the tester and place the lamp
side contact of the tester over the live contact of tube number I
(fig. 41), and allow the tester to open and make ground contact of
the set screw against the opposite side of the tube.

d. Remove the lanyard from the control box (fig . 8) and attach
it to the firing switch lever (par. 25) . Pull the lanyard once while
watching the lamp. A flash of the tester lamp indicates a completed
circuit. When testing in bright daylight, the-flash can more easily
be seen if the lamp cover (fig . 41) is screwed off. Install the tester
to tube number 2 and pull the lanyard once again while watching
for flash . Continue until all tubes have been tested .

e . Testing to determine the cause of misfires may be started at
any point in the firing order by setting the index pointer at the
number of tube to be tested and installing the tester in the corre-
sponding tube.

f. In the event that any tube Or group of tubes indicate an in-
complete circuit (no flash of the tester lamp), proceed as follows

AGO Iaaas

(1) Examine the contacts, and clean if necessary. Water,
dirt, or ice between the contacts and the clearance holes
in the cluster will cause shorting.
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Figure Sri. Llse of circuit tester M8.

(2) Check for bent or broken contact fingers. See that the
bent end of the contact fingers contact the cluster when
the circuit tester is removed from each rocket tube .

(3) Examine exposed wiring in the control box for broken
wires, broken insulation, and for corroded or loose con-
nections .

(4) If defects cannot be located or corrected by using organ-
ization, report to ordnance personnel.

g. If all tubes indicate incomplete circuits, proceed as follows

(1) Remove the tester lamp cover (fig . 41) and examine the
tester lamp. A broken filament can usually be detected .
Replace lamp if necessary.

(2) Change from generator power to battery power (par .
21) .

(3) Check all tubes with circuit tester as described. in d
above .

h. If circuit tester lamp indicates that all circuits are incom-
plete, replace batteries (par. 59) and recheck all circuits . If one
or more circuits are complete with battery power, report mal-
function of generator to ordnance personnel. If all circuits are
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incomplete with both generator and battery power, report mal-
function of wiring circuit to ordnance personnel .

59. Maintenance of Firing Mechanises

a. No disassembly, other than the removal of the firing switch
cover for replacement of batteries, is authorized to be performed
by the using organization .

b. To remove the batteries for replacement, proceed as follows
(1) Remove six machine screws which attach the firing

switch box cover and lift off the cover.
(2) Remove the knurled battery nut to disconnect the posi-

tive wire lead from the positive post (fig . 42) . Carefully
work the batteries out of the firing switch box. When
partially out, remove the ground connection screw, then
remove the batteries, two spacers, and sponge rubber
pad.

c. To replace the batteries, proceed as follows
(1) Connect terminal wire lead from minus post of one bat-

tery to the positive post of the other (fig . 42) . Place the
sponge rubber pad between the two batteries and a
spacer at each side .

AGO 132303
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Figure 42 . Removal of firing switch batteries.
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(2) Place the batteries and spacers in the box together, and
before seating them, connect the minus wire lead to the
firing switch box with the ground connection screw (fig.
42), then carefully push. the batteries down into the box.

(3) Connect the positive wire lead to the positive post.

(4) Install the firing switch cover and attach with six ma-
chine screws. Rotate the firing switch index to engage
the distributor arm.

60. General

Section Vl I . ELEVATING MECHANISM

a. The elevating mechanism (fig. 43) is manually operated to
elevate and depress the rocket cluster from approximately 0- to
75-degree elevation. The mechanism is an assembly attached to
the left side of the trail (fig. 38) with the pinion closely meshed
with the elevating are. Rotation of the elevating handwheel turns
the bevel gear pinion and worm bevel gear which turns the worm
and worm wheel and drives the shaft and pinion (fig . 43) .

b . A hand-operated brake is provided inside the handwheeI to
prevent rotation of the handwheel during firing and while travel-
ing. The brake is adjustable for the initial adjustment of parts
and to compensate for wear in the brake shoes.

c. The elevating; mechanism housing is divided into two sections
to form pockets for lubricant at the bevel gears and at the worm
wheel'KX59eparate level and fill plugs are provided for each section.
Drain plugs are not provided . It is necessary to remove the bevel
gear cover and the worm wheel cover to remove lubricant.

61, Maintenance of Elevating Mechanism
a. GENERAL. No disassembly is authorized to be performed by

the using organization . Organizational maintenance includes in-
specting (b below), adding lubricant (fig . U5), and adjusting the
handwheel brake (c below) .

b. INSPECTING. Inspection of the elevating mechanism will be
to determine that the mechanism operates smoothly through its
entire range and that the effort to rotate the handwheel is approxi-
mately 1 pound at the handwheel knob. Set the handwheeI brake
and try turning the handwheeI by hand, noting that the brake
effectively holds the handwheel.
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Figure 43 . Elevating mechanism---pictorial diagram.

Section VIII . CARRIAGE

to

c . Ai)JUSTING HANDWHEEL BRAKE. The adjuster of the hand-
wheel brake is located at the rear of the handwheel brake of the
elevating mechanism and at the bottom of the housing. To increase
the braking effort, turn the adjuster to the right, a "click" at a
time, and try the handwheel brake lever and handwheel. If the
brake is adjusted too tightly, the brake lever will not "toggle"
over to hold the brake engaged. Release the brake and"turn the
adjuster to the left to decrease the braking effort .

a. The carriage consists of the trail, traversing parts (figs. 44
and 45), traveling lock (fig . 1C), and axle key. The carriage is
traversed on an axle traverse type of mechanism by the travers-
ing handwheel (fig . 44) which drives a frictionless nut through
sprockets and roller chain.

b . The traversing nut (fig . 45) is rotated in tapered roller bear-
ings, 'and being held in the axle housing, screws itself along the
threaded axle which is keyed to prevent its rotation . The action
of the threaded axle and the nut is the same as an ordinary screw
and nut ; however, balls interposed between the threaded axle
and nut provide a frictionless rolling contact. The balls in their
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movement roll in a continuous line and are carried from one end
of the nut to the other by the guide (fig. 45) . The nut is sealed by
a rubber traversing nut seal, which wipes the axle threads, and
by a felt seal in the roller bearing cover. A bellows at each end of
the axle provides protection and a seal for the axle.

c. The tension of the roller chain is adjustable by means of cam
and roller. The cam bolt (fig. 44) is keyed to the cam and locked
after adjustment by the cam bolt locking nut. A handwheel brake
is provided to hold the traversing handwheel and prevent move-
ment of the carriage during firing.
d. The traveling lock is a plunger which seats in a bored hole in

the axle to locate the carriage at the axle center and to lock it in
position during travel .

63 . Maintenance of Carriage

a. GENERAL. No disassembly is authorized to be performed by
the using organization. Organizational maintenance includes lubri-
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Figu?-e 44 . Carriage traversing partspictorial diagram .
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64. General
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Figure 45. Traversing nub-pictorial diagram.

cation (fig . 35), inspecting, and adjusting the traversing roller
chain tension (c below) and handwheel brake (d below) .

b . INSPECTING. The effort to traverse the carriage should be ap-
proximately 4 pounds, measured at the handwheel knob. If hand-
wheel effort is excessive, it may be caused by dirt or corrosion and
will require disassembly by ordnance personnej for cleaning and
repair.

c. ADJTTSTING ROLLER CHAIN CAM AND ROLLER . Loosen the earn
bolt locking nut at the inside of the roller chain guard and turn
the cam bolt (fig . 44) clockwise to increase tension on the chain.
Hold the cam bolt and tighten the cam bolt locking nut.
d. ADJUSTING HANDWIiEEL BRAKE. The traversing handwheel

brake is identical to the elevating handwheel brake and is ad-
justed in the same manner (par. 61) .

Section IX. TRAIL

The trail (fig . 3) is a wish-bone, a solid type trail, having a
single spade. The launcher is fired when resting on the wheels
of the carriage, no firing supports or spade plates being necessary
at the axle . The trail mounts the rocket cluster, elevating mecha-
nism, traversing parts, and the lunette assembly.



65. Maintenance

No disassembly is authorized to be performed by tXe using
organization . Organizational maintenance includes lubricating
(f. 35), and inspecting for broken welds and completeness of
materiel.

66. General

Section X, WHEELS, BRAKES, AND TIRES

m The wheels are of the steel disk and rim type equipped with
13.00 by l:d pneumatic tires .

b . Each wheel consists of the hub parts, disk and ring, pneu-
matic tire, inner tube, and a locking ring.

c. The wheels rotate on tapered roller bearings . Wheel stud and
nuts on the right side of the launcher have left-hand threads, while
studs and nuts on the left side have right-hand threads. The wheels
are sealed against loss of lubricant and the entrance of dust and
moisture by an oil seal (fig. 46) and hub cap.
d. The parking brakes are ordinarily used only for holding the

launcher while unlimbering from the prime mover and for park-
ing. They are the mechanical type and hand-operated. The park-
ing brake lever at each wheel rotates a shaft which moves a cam
to expand the two brake shoes against the brake drum (fig. 46) .

67. Rernoyal

cL . REMovAL of DISK, RIM, AND TIRE ASSEMBLY.
{].) Loosen the eight wheel steel ntits with wheel stud nut

wrench.
(2) Set the parking brakes.
(3) Jack up the wheel with the jack from the prime mover .
(4) Remove the stud nuts and lift the disk, rim, and tire

assembly from the hub.
b . REMOVAL OF HUB AND DRUM ASSEMBLY ANI). WHEEL BEAR-

INGS.
(1) Remove disk, rim, and tire assembly (0, above) .
(2) Screw off the hub cap (fig . 46) .
(3) Remove the cotter pin and the slotted nut from the wheel

spindle.
(4) Remove the bearing thrust washer and the outer tapered

roller bearing cone after starting by pulling out on the
hub slightly.
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(5) Remove the hub and drum assembly.
(6) Remove the inner tapered roller bearing come from the

spindle (or from the hub), and remove the oil seal from
the spindle (fig . 46) .

e. REMOVAL OF TIRES AND, TUBES.

(1) It is usually easier to remove the tire by first removing
the disk, rim, and tire assembly as described in rx above.

(2) Remove the valve cap and core from the inner valve tube
stem.

(3) Figure 4'7 shows a tire locking ring and how it is locked
in place. Force the locking ring down .far enough to un-
lock it . Step on the ring to hold it while prying it off.
Then with a ring tool or bar in the breaking notch, pry
the ring out over the rim flange . To avoid twisting the
ring, pry only enough to clear the rim flange . Follow
around with a tire iron until the ring can be lifted off.

(4) Turn the disk and tire over and force the tire bead from
the rim flange, using a wood block or rubber mallet.

(5) Place blocks under the wheel and push tire down off rim.
If the tire is loose on the rim, it may be removed by hand
with the disk in a vertical position .

(6) Spread the casing with a tire spreader or blocks of
wood, to permit removing the tube. Do not pull on the
valve stem nor use sharp objects to pry the tube out of
the tire . If bullet-resisting tubes are used they should be
partially inflated immediately after removal from the
tire to prevent the inside surfaces from sticking and seal-
ing together.

('T.) More detailed information on tire removal is given in
TM 3x--200 .

fib . Maintenance

[L . MAINTENANCE OF HUB AND DRUM ASSEMBLY AND WHEEL
BEARINGS.

(1) Clean old grease from the tapered roller bearing cones,
slotted nut and bearing thrust washer, oil seal, spindle,
and the bearing cups inside the hub. Wash with volatile-
mineral-spirits-paint thinner.

(2) Inspect all parts for serviceability .
(3) 'thoroughly dry all parts.
(4) Repack the tapered roller bearing cones with the pre-
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